History
For more information, please consult:

G Hall, Head of History
Learning Aims / Learning Objectives
To develop independent learners with a broad overview and insight to the period.

What will I be learning and progressing to each year?
Year
Key Knowledge
7
Romans
Medieval Britain
Crusades
British Civil War

Key Skills
Chronology
Interpretation
Cause and Consequence
Change and Continuity
Significance
Source and Interpretative
analysis
Extended writing
Learning to learn
Link to knowledge organiser here
Homework will either be
preparation work for future
learning or development work
from lesson
The content of your curriculum in this academic year for your subject

Key Vocabulary
Impact
Judgement
Significance
Evaluation
Key skill language

Introduced terms relevant for exam
skills

A chronological journey from the impact of the Romans to the year of crises in 1066 through the rise of England as a medieval
power to the establishment of Parliamentary democracy.

Year
8

Key Knowledge

From Slavery to the rise of the British Empire,
how this shaped life in Victorian England.
Beyond to how empires and rivalries helped
form the First World War into a century of
conflict and division.

Key Skills
Chronology
Interpretation
Cause and Consequence
Change and Continuity
Significance
Source and Interpretative
analysis
Extended writing
Learning to learn

Key Vocabulary
Impact
Judgement
Significance
Evaluation
Key skill language

Link to knowledge organiser here

Homework will either be
preparation work for future
learning or development work
from lesson
The content of your curriculum in this academic year for your subject
Understand how Britain’s role in world affairs was shaped over 250 years and make judgements as to the significance of that role.
How Britain adapted to the shifting international affairs of the 20th Century and how the Cold War impacted on the interplay of
various nations today.

How will my work be assessed? / assessment components / frequency / term
Y7
Two termly end of unit assessment based on exam layouts. Regular peer assessment and yellow boxed guidance. Verbal
feedback every lesson and presentation work.

Y8

Two termly end of unit assessment based on exam layouts. Regular peer assessment and yellow boxed guidance. Verbal
feedback every lesson and presentation work.

Extra-curriculum activities / Trips / Community cohesion / Events participation
What qualifications and career paths this subject will enable me to access in KS4? KS4 option subjects / Career Paths
Any job that requires independent thinkers. Politics, teaching, law, management, police, the arts, business…
How parents or other members of the public can find out more about the curriculum your subject is following
AQA
Image

